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ABSTRACT 
Uttle River Canyon, located on Lookout Mountain near Ft. Payne. Alabama (Figure 1), demonstrates water 
erosion on a colossal scale. The canyon sits on a plateau with side canyons, hanging tributary valleys, 
and underfit streams which testify of a massive amount of energized water involved in the formative 
process. The presence of sheer cliffs along the rim of the canyon and the close proximity of the canyon 
in two locations to the eastern margin of Lookout Mountain, indicate that the canyon was formed in the 
relatively recent past. Sapping features, such as alcoves, present evidence of the canyon's formation 
before complete lithification of the sandstone strata. 
For this study, erosion and rapid canyon formation were researched in various publications. Information 
on the origin and formation of Little River Canyon could not be found in published sources. From the data 
gathered in this research, rapid and catastrophic events occurring during a singular hydraulic event best 
explain the formation of the canyon within the time constraints of a Flood-based, catastrophist 
interpretation. 
INTRODUCTION 
Are present process rates in geology sufficient to explain most geologic changes which have occurred 
throughout the history of planet Earth? Is an immensity of geologic time required? Uniformitarian geologists 
generally assume this [6]. According to this doctrine, small amounts of moving water operating over vast 
periods of time can carve deep canyons through solid rock. Examples used to demonstrate this 
uniformitarian concept are the Grand Canyon of Arizona and the Santa Elena Canyon in Big Bend National 
Park, Texas. Both of these sites have been reinterpreted within the short time frames and high energy 
requirements of the Young-Earth Flood Model [3,p.3][20] . 
People who hold to the doctrine of catastrophism state that catastrophic orviolent and sudden events 
which happened between periods of slow and gradual change in geologic history caused major changes 
in the Earth's features [4,p.72] . A catastrophist interpretation of Earth history employs massive volumes 
of energized water to provide the power for rapid canyon formation. Rapidly moving water containing 
minimal particulate material can erode land surfaces quickly, forming gullies and canyons. Another 
powerful mechanism for the rapid formation of canyons involves the abrasive action of suspended 
particulates moving due to the force of gravity. As this water-borne slurry travels across a surface, it 
carves a channel which deepens and widens rapidly. This feature eventually results in a canyon. 
According to the catastrophist viewpoint, canyons such as the Grand Canyon and Santa Elena Canyon 
were carved in short time frames by hydraulic cataclysms of great magnitude. One explanation which 
supplies the necessary ingredients to provide the conditions needed for rapid erosion of canyons is the 
breached dam theory [3,pp.86-92]. In this, a natural dam is formed which impounds large volumes of 
water in the lake resulting behind the dam. Once the dam is breached, the lake is catastrophically drained, 
causing rapid erosion of portions of the land surfaces, resulting in the formation of canyons and other 
features. 
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Figure 1. National Park Service map (14) of Uttle River Canyon and 
su"oundlng area. The Canyon Is accessed on AL-176 approximately 11 km 
from Ft. Payne, AL (Alabama State Inset by Author). 
Thus, the origins of the Grand Canyon and Santa Elena Canyon are explained by some catastrophists as 
the result of massive water flow originating from a failed dam with its accompanying lake reservoir. 
Another example of this is the Spokane Flood, which was the result of glacial Lake Missoula in Montana 
catastrophically draining as its ice dam formed and was breached many times in a post-Flood 
environment. Hundreds of cubic miles of water surged across Washington State, creating vast channels 
[1). 
Following extensive field studies of the area, the researcher could only conclude that a massive volume 
ofwater carved Little River Canyon in a short period of time. On initial examination, the canyon appears 
to correspond to the breached dam theory of origin. However, in searching for a possible site for a natural 
dam, it was determined that one of sufficient size could not exist and provide a plausible explanation for 
the canyon's origin. 
Another type of erosion which is also considered a likely mechanism for rapid canyon formation is sheet 
wash or sheet flow [19) . Informing guilies and canyons, sheeting normally leaves slopes that open upward 
and away from the stream channel [13,pp.233-235) . Unfortunately, sheeting action also fails to explain the 
origin of Little River Canyon. 
None of the general theories of rapid canyon formation apply as a stand-alone cause for the origin of Little 
RiverCanyon. A hypothesis is presented in this paper which best explains the canyon's existence based 
on the field and research data gathered by the researcher. 
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DESCRIPTION OF LOOKOUT MOUNTAIN 
Lookout Mountain, located in the Cumberland Plateau, stretches from Chattanooga, Tennessee to 
Gadsden, Alabama, a distance of approximately 127 km. Its plateau-like top varies in width from 
approximately 2.0 km to 16.0 km and lies in a northeast to southwest orientation. The topographical relief 
of Lookout Mountain is 488 m compared to the adjacent anticlinal valleys. 
The Lookout Mountain drainage basin associated with Little River Canyon covers approximately 616 sq. 
km. The east and west forks of the Little River, along with several other tributaries, combine before 
entering the main canyon to form Little River proper which flows through the canyon under study (Figure 
1). This drainage basin results from the plateau-like top of Lookout Mountain dipping toward the mouth 
of Little River Canyon. 
Physical Geology of Lookout Mountain 
Lookout Mountain is the narrowest of several synclines forming the plateaus of northeastern Alabama. 
Between most of these synclines are thrust faults which extend in a parallel direction to the long anticlinal 
valleys separating the synclinal plateaus. The strata in the area of study which form the resistant cap of 
Lookout Mountain are classified Pennsylvanian by standard thinking, and are regarded as part of the 
Pottsville Formation. This formation covers a large area of northern Alabama (18). The Pottsville 
Formation is composed of light-gray, thin to thick bedded quartzose sandstone and conglomerate layers 
which contain interbedded dark-gray shale, siltstone, and coal (9). 
The Pottsville Formation in the Lookout Mountain syncline is generally less than 305 m thick. Individual 
sandstone layers vary in thickness from less than one cm to over 61 m. The prevalent arrangement of the 
sandstone layers is a general thinning in upward progression as coal and shale layers become more 
abundant with in the strata. Ripple marks, planar laminae, and crossbedding are abundant in the 
sandstone. In general, crossbedding is observed in beds thicker than 3 m, and ripple marks occur in 
those thinner than 0.5m (18) . The Pottsville Formation in the Lookout Mountain area rests on strata which 
are mainly Mississipian limestone. The total sedimentary covering in this region is approximately 3050m 
thick (18). 
PHYSICAL AND GEOLOGICAL DESCRIPTION OF LITTLE RIVER CANYON 
Little River Canyon begins at Little River Falls (Figure 2) near State Highway 35 on Lookout Mountain. 
From Little River Falls to the mouth of Little River Canyon, the main canyon stretches 18.84 km in length. 
There are seven significant side canyons, with six of these being on the westerly side of the main canyon. 
At Little River Falls and the mouth of Little River Canyon, the topographical relief is approximately 30 m and 
152 m, respectively. 
Figure 2. uttle River Falls at the head of utt/e River Canyon. Bridge In 
background Is AL-35. 
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Figure 3. Sheer cliffs visible looking downriver In utt/e River Canyon at 
Wolf Creek Overlook. Wolf Creek enters the main canyon from the right 
Just below photo. Uft/e River visible at left. Note talus apron. 
In general, the upper sides of the canyon are straight, with sheer cliffs (Figure 3) of 30m or more. The 
angle of repose of the talus slope (Figure 4) in the main canyon at Wolf Creek Overlook measures 24 
degrees. At the head of the main canyon and in the side canyons are vertical waterfalls (Figures 5a and 






Figure 4. Cross-sectional profile of utt/e River Canyon at Wolf Creek 
Overlook 
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Figure Sa. Waterfall in an unnamed side canyon. The small stream is Wolf 
Creek. The water plunges approximately 3m. Note the cirque-shaped 
basin and deep plunge pool. 
Figure 5b. Grace's High Falls in unnamed side canyon hosting Bear 
Creek. Water drops over 35m. 
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canyons when water seeps out of the sediment. This causes the removal and subsequent collapse of the 
sediment which had been the support for the structure, resulting in the formation of alcoves [8] [11]. 
Figure 6. Alcoves In the eastern wall of Uttle River Canyon at Woff Creek 
Overlook. 
Evidences of the Recency of the Canyon's Formation 
The high sheer sides of the canyon indicate the recency of formation. If immense periods of time elapsed 
since the canyon's formation, the cliffs would be eroded such that the talus contact plane would be at the 
tops of the cliffs. Instead of vertical, well-defined escarpments, the cliffs would be highly eroded, gentle 
slopes. Carried further, the canyon would be reduced to a gentle undulation in the terrain, its past 
magnitude scarcely discernible. 
In its meandering path, Uttle River Canyon has two locations which come within 150 m of the eastern side 
of Lookout Mountain. Given a vast period of time, this short distance between canyon and mountain edge 
should have been laterally eroded through, forming two lone buttes or pinnacles at these particular 
locations. 
The numerous waterfalls in the side canyons and the one at the head of the main canyon speak of a 
recent origin of the canyon complex. Because of their erosive power, waterfalls are short-lived features 
in the life of streams [13,p.235] . If much time had been given to these waterfalls, erosion would have 
reduced the stream profile to a slope that has no sudden drop which now forms the waterfalls .in the 
sandstone strata. 
SOURCE FOR THE ENERGIZED WATER WHICH FORMED LITTLE RIVER CANYON 
Because the evidence supports the conclusion that Uttle River Canyon was formed by a huge quantity of 
energized water in a singular, catastrophic event occurring over a short time frame, a source for this water 
was researched. A natural dam and sheet wash were ruled out as possible sources for the reasons 
previously mentioned. 
The Genesis Flood, cited in the Holy Bible and in legends of a great flood in hundreds of cultures around 
the world [16], provides the only plausible source for the tremendous amount of water needed to 
accomplish such a task. Consider the following hypothesis for the formation of Little River Canyon. 
MECHANISMS INVOLVED IN THE FORMATION OF UTTLE RIVER CANYON 
As the Global Inundation began its final days and as water began to be abated from the Earth, tectonic 
movements and isostatic adjustments would have been intensified [15,p.121]. The Earth and its Flood-laid 
sediments went through a cataclysmic upheaval. As the floodwaters began their recession, the Earth 
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Uttle River Canyon is cut entirely from strata comprising the Pottsville Formation. Within the various strata, 
petrified plant fossils can be observed. Some of these are scale trees, including Lepidodendron and 
Sigillaria. Also found are large scouring rushes or Calamites. Fossil ferns are frequently seen in the strata. 
Typically, broken trees and numerous broken sticks are mixed with the sandstone., Some mudstone holds 
marine fossils such as mollusks, brachiopods, crinoids, corals, and bryozoans [18] . 
The sandstone in Uttle River Canyon has a composition of more than 95% quartz, which classifies it as 
quartzarenite. Although quartz is the prevalent cementing agent in the sandstone, minor amounts of 
dolomite, calcite, and siderite can be found. In the Pottsville Formation, the sorting of the sand grains 
varies with location. Near the top of the formation, quartzarenite units are moderately to poorly sorted, 
while those near the base of the formation tend to be well sorted. In many of the strata can be seen 
pebbles of quartz which are mixed into the sandstone [18]. 
Evidences of Massive Water Flow In the Formation of the Canyon 
If slow processes carved the canyon, a deltaic deposit would have been formed in the flat area at the 
mouth of the canyon. In aerial and cartographic studies of the canyon, there is no evidence of a delta. 
In contrast, massive waterflowwould have carried the material originally contained in the canyon well 
beyond the mouth of the canyon and dispersed it beyond the sphere of present day discovery. 
The present flow rate of Uttle River is inadequate to explain the large canyon in which it flows. It is a good 
example of an underfit stream, or one apparently too small to have constructed the valley through which 
it courses [15,p.318]. 
In the side canyons and at the head of the main canyon are vertical water falls which define hanging 
tributary valleys. Most water falls have enlarged bowl-shaped plunge pools and cirque-shaped basins 
carved into the sandstone walls of the host canyon. Post canyon formation water flow has' eroded shallow 
channels downward into the waterfalls' leading ledges which were initially formed under much greater flow. 
The present flow rates cannot explain the much larger erosional features which contain the modern 
waterfalls. Sheet wash in this region would not provide the quantity of energized waterto erode the water 
falls' basins. 
Massive water flow would have rapidly eroded semi-lithified sandstone deposits which were laid down 
during the Flood, entrenching a channel through which the moving waters would concentrate their force. 
This would result in the formation of a straight-sided canyon. The sides of the canyon now exhibit vertical 
cliffs of 30 m or more before the talus apron is reached. If slow processes had been responsible for the 
canyon's formation, the sides would be sloping from the top of the cliffs to the bottom of the canyon. The 
cross-sectional profile of the canyon argues against sheeting as the primary agent of erosion. 
Many thousands of cubic km of sand were transported from unknown sources and deposited over 
northern Alabama during the course of the global inundation. This sand was water-deposited as strata 
now seen in Little River Canyon and the Lookout Mountain syncline. Evidence of the high energies 
expended by the moving waters involved in the transportation and deposition of these sand supplies is 
apparent from the polished pebbles of quartz contained in the conglomerate. These pebbles represent 
once angular pieces of broken rock, tumbled and smoothed by the abrasive action of cataclysmic 
movement. 
The fossil flora found in the sandstone is of trees and other vegetation that were broken and damaged 
from cataclysmic transport. This vegetation would have been the aggregate of large areas of uprooted 
flora, which formed floating rafts of considerable size. Coal seams in these strata represent rapidly buried 
quantities of organic material derived from floating vegetation involved in the action of turbulent floodwater. 
After deposition and compaction, along with other forces such as heat, the organic material became coal. 
Austin 's work at Spirit Lake near Mt. St. Helens indicates that a peat layer can rapidly form underwater 
and have textures that resemble coal [4,p.21]. 
Evidence of Formation of the Canyon While the Sandstone Was Seml-lithlfled 
There are many alcoves (Figure 6) scattered throughout the canyon complex. These are usually only a 
few meters in width and height, and vary in appearance from bowl-shaped to elongated structures with 
interconnecting alcoves of differing sizes. The process of sapping probably caused these alcoves to be 
formed while the sandstone was still semi-consolidated. These semi-lithified strata along with high 
concentrations of moving ground water would provide optimum conditions for sapping to occur. Both of 
these conditions would be present within a Flood context. Sapping occurs along the footslope of some 
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began a journey toward equilibrating the forces which were unleashed at that time. 
Among many changes in the crust of the Earth were faults and folds in the freshly-laid Flood strata. The 
origin of thrust faults and folds in the Cumberland Plateau has been a matter of great debate and 
speculation [18]. The evidence from this research favors the conclusion that the folding and thrust faulting 
of this area happened at the time of the Flood. Before modification, the strata composing the Lookout 
Mountain section extended across a broad area. Compressional tectonic forces, still not fully understood, 
occurred during the Flood. In the Lookout Mountain area, these forces were in parallel to the Earth's 
surface and perpendicular to the folds. This resulted in modifying the non-lithified sedimentary layers into 
synclines and anticlines. This would have provided one of the mechanisms which would be a primary 
agent in the formation of Little River Canyon. 
Anticlines formed on either side of what is now Lookout Mountain. The folding process shaped the area 
known as Lookout Mountain into a great syncline. As this work was being accomplished, the waters of 
the Flood were rapidly running overthis newly formed land mass with its associated anticanes and 
synclines. 
The retreating floodwaters would have gained increased velocity at some point in time, partly due to 
worldwide land masses being pushed up from the oceans, and partly from the sinking of sea floors, 
including the formation of deep ocean trenches. In the Bible, God tells the reader that during the waning 
of the Flood, valleys did sink and mountains were thrust up to the places that He had prepared for them 
[12] . Lessening depths of water burden on land areas would have allowed isostatic adjustments to occur 
at exponential rates, resulting in increased elevations of land surfaces and lowered ocean floors. The 
ocean trenches and lowered ocean floors would have provided reservoirs into which the fast moving 
waters could retreat. The result of increasing elevations of land masses coupled with increasing volumes 
of ocean basins would give the floodwaters greater kinetic energy. Heavy precipitation in the post-Flood 
climate [17] supplied additional waters for use in this high energy event. Because of these conditions, 
Little River Canyon was ready to be born. 
In the Young-Earth Flood Model, the amount of time needed to deposit sediment layers is reinterpreted 
from the uniformitarian concept of vast time periods. As sediments were deposited during the Flood, 
succeeding layers would have been laid down within short time frames, within minutes or hours of one 
another. Because these sediments were laid during the Flood processes, the strata would not have been 
fully consolidated until a later point in time. In general, the relative hardness of the strata would increase 
proportionally with increasing depth. The youngest, or most recently deposited sediments, would be the 
least lithified because of less available time, therefore able to be more easily eroded. As the degree of 
lithification would increase in proportion to time and greater compression at increased depths, the 
underlying "older" sediments would have had more resistance to erosion than the ''younger'' sediments 
above them. 
When the floodwaters began their erosional assault on the unconsolidated sediments of the anticlines, the 
higher elevations of younger strata would have been exposed to the force of the moving water, resulting 
in rapid erosional downcutting. Coupled with this, the elevated younger strata would have offered greater 
hydrodynamic resistance, therefore maximizing the rate of erosion. 
As the anticlines were being eroded, water also flowed over the Lookout Mountain syncline. The contact 
planes of the younger, less lithified layers of the anticlines with the older, more lithified outer strata of the 
adjacent syncline would result in differential erosional rates, with the anticlines being eroded faster. 
Because of this, the anticlines would have rapidly eroded to the level of the syncline. As the anticlines 
were planed off to the same level as the syncline, the dip of the strata of the anticlines would enhance their 
being eroded at a relatively faster rate. As a result of these factors, anticlinal valleys would develop into 
which the Flood waters would concentrate their main force as lessening volumes flowed over the syncline. 
Within the anticlinal valleys adjacent to the Lookout Mountain syncline are numerous long ridgeswhich lie 
in paraliel to the syncline. These ridges can be 70 km long and are from 18 to 90 m above the floor of 
the anticlinal valleys. In many of them, there is little relief variability over the length of the ridge. These 
particular ridges probably represent the more resistant cores of the eroded anticlines which had minor 
angles of plunge. The relief constancy of these ridges indicates that the compressional stresses and the 
physical characteristics of the strata in this region were rather uniform over a wide area during the 
formative processes involved during the Flood. 
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Because thrust faults are common in the anticlinal valleys parallel to the syncline, fault scarps could have 
formed lines of cliffs which defined the edges of the syncline. The cliffs would have reduced the amount 
of water over the syncline while directing the greater volumes of moving waters through the eroding 
anticlines, thereby intensifying the rate of differential erosion. 
Because the plateau-like top of the syncline dips toward what is now the mouth of Uttle River Canyon, 
water in this area would have flowed in that direction, entrenching itself in a rapidly forming gorge. 
Because Lookout Mountain is a syncline, much of the water passing over its surface had an inclination to 
seek its course away from the edges of the mountain on its way toward and out of the gorge. This would 
maximize erosional forces in the trough of the syncline, scouring the younger sediments in the center of 
the syncline while increasing the concavity of the total structure. 
During this process, water would also have flowed off the newly forming sides of Lookout Mountain. The 
present edges of both sides of Lookout Mountain are steep escarpments with sheer cliffs of 30 m or more 
before talus is contacted. These steep sides and relatively small talus aprons speak of rapidity in the 
formation of the mountain and recency of its origin. Froede [7] observed that no sheer sidewalls of the 
Lookout Mountain Ridge should be expected if long term erosion had acted during the formative process. 
Water flowing over the long sides of the mountain would cause little differential erosion between points 
which are relatively close along the edges of the cliffs. If water flowed rather uniformly over the sides of 
the mountain, one would expect to find evenly chamfered cliff edges with few deep ravines leading off the 
mountain. In aerial and ground inspections of the mountain, the researcher found this to be true. 
As water then catastrophically drained through the newly forming Little River Canyon, the resultant 
products of erosion were rapidly transported out and away from the canyon, leaving no delta at the point 
of discharge. The orientation of the large side canyons leading into the main canyon from the westerly 
side, indicate the direction from which the volume of water flowed to form them. The main canyon was 
furnished with this cumulative source of water flowing from the side canyons and the main volume of water 
coming from the north through what is now the major drainage basin of the Little River and its tributaries. 
Many forces were present during the formation of Little River Canyon and its side canyons which 
accelerated the erosional process. During the high velocity flow of water through the entrenchment, 
cavitation would have been produced. When vacuum bubbles produced by cavitation collapse, a force 
of several thousand pounds per sq. cm hammers away on the bedrock over which the water is flowing. 
Much bedrock would have been broken up and removed as a result [4,p.49] . Computer simulations have 
confirmed the exceptional damage caused by cavitation during catastrophic floods [10]. In 1983, excessive 
run-off of water in the upper Colorado river basin caused extensive damage to the spillways at Glen 
Canyon Dam. Holes that were 7.6 m wide and up to 3 m deep were formed in one spillway tunnel within 
less than a minute and a half. Further downstream in the tunnel, holes in the sandstone bedrock were 
formed which were 12m wide, 45.7m long, and as much as 9.7m deep [2] . 
Hydraulic plucking, which is caused by high velocity water flow over cracks or jOints in rock, would have 
removed large quantities of the bedrock in the canyon. Turbulent vortices of water called kolks would 
have been prevalent in the high velocity streaming. Kolks produce strong lifting forces which can cause 
blocks of bedrock to be lifted and carried downstream by the fast moving water [4,p.49]. As a result of 
the Mid-west floods of 1993, extensive erosional damage occurring in short time frames was studied at 
three spillway sites. The effects of both hydraulic plucking and cavitation were seen in the eroded rock. 
At one site, approximately 30 vertical m of rock were removed from the length of the spillway in less than 
a month. Features caused by the erosional process in this spillway resemble side canyons, caves, buttes, 
and undercut ledges [21]. 
Waterfalls were originated far downstream from their present pOSitions and resulted from high energy water 
movement through the entrenchment. Little River Falls would have started forming where the mouth of 
the main canyon is now. Its erosional retreat was perhaps tens of meters per hour during the onset of 
this catastrophe as the canyon rapidly took shape. The waterfalls in the side canyons would have begun 
their erosional retreat from where the side canyons started forming at theirjuncture with the main canyon. 
Like Little River, the Palouse River in the state of Washington is in an entrenched, but meandering channel. 
The canyon hosting the Palouse River is 9.7 km in length and 122 m deep, having been formed by 
catastrophic drainage from Lake Missoula. This canyon exhibits geologic features, such as hanging 
valleys, sheer cliffs, minimal talus volume, and a 55 m waterfall (Palouse Falls) at the head of the canyon. 
These types of geologic features are also demonstrated in Little River Canyon, indicating that similar 
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conditions existed during its formation. Austin has suggested that in a week of flood drainage through 
this system, the erosional retreat of Palouse Falls from its beginning at the Snake River would have been 
about 55 m per hour [4,p.50]. 
Once the primary forces of the Flood lost their intensity toward the end of the cataclysm, increased 
precipitation during this time would continue to work at reduced, but more powerful rates of erosion in the 
newly formed Uttle River Canyon system than at present. The lithification of the strata through diagenesis 
following the withdrawal of Floodwaters, would have served to attenuate the rates of post-Flood erosion. 
The locations of the hanging tributary valleys would be locked in place once the major flow of water was 
reduced to a level which would no longer sustain erosional retreat of the waterfalls. Massive water flow 
carved the original waterfall formations during the birth of the canyon, while later water flow of greatly 
diminished volume has formed smaller erosional patterns in the original features. Large ledges forming 
the original precipices for the waterfalls have been partially downcut, resulting in a lowered elevation for 
the present underfit waterfalls. Enlarged bowl-shaped plunge pools and cirque-shaped features 
associated with the waterfalls speak of greater precipitation rates during and after the formation of the 
canyon complex. The present rate of erosion is insignificantwith that which took place during the birth of 
the canyon. 
At the end of this special time in history, Uttle River Canyon was left as a powerful testimony of a 
cataclysmic Deluge and its erosional aftereffects which impacted Earth in the relatively recent past. 
Geomorphologists have come to realize from recent examples that significant landform modification can 
be accomplished in short time frames. The time scale that they have previously assigned to landform 
development through a process of gradual evolution is easily demonstrated to be contradictory to recently 
observed events [5]. 
LIMITATIONS 
In a study such as this, there are many limiting factors. The researcherwas unable to collect rock 
specimens from Uttle River Canyon needed for certain segments of this study because a permit could not 
be obtained from park authorities. Much more time is needed to do a comprehensive study of Uttle River 
Canyon and the surrounding area. No published information could be found on how this canyon system 
could have been formed in either a uniformitarian or catastrophic context. 
CONCLUSION 
Eight geologic features in Uttle River Canyon demonstrate how the precanyon geology and the canyon's 
formation were accomplished by a large volume of flowing water -. (1) hanging tributary valleys (2) sapping 
structures (3) sheer cliffs that have inactive and nonmajor talus aprons (4) absence of a delta at the mouth 
of the canyon (5) sandstone strata, approximately 305 m thick (6) underfit streams in the mai n canyon 
and side canyons (7) polished quartz pebbles in the sandstone strata (8) petrified flora and coal seams. 
The main canyon, side canyons, and associated features were formed as a result of the Genesis Flood 
and its catastrophic diastrophism. The striking relief features found in this complex clearly demonstrate 
that the total waters in the drainage basin forming Uttle River of today would not have the erosive power 
to carve them. Rather, these geologic features were eroded rapidly during the Flood and provide the 
present conduits for water movement through the canyon system. Uniformitarian suppositions of millions 
of years of erosional processes cannot explain the physical evidences found there. 
One singular high energy event, coupled with greater precipitation rates during and for a time after this 
event, could have eroded Uttle River Canyon in a short time frame. Many of the physical features indicate 
that the canyon has been extant for only thousands of years. Post-Flood erosion appears to be only a 
minor element involved in modifying the existing features of the canyon. 
AREAS FOR FURTHER INVESTIGATION 
Further study of this canyon will yield important data which support the catastrophist interpretation of 
origins. The meanders of the canyon and the channel slope can be studied to ascertain the original 
velocity and volume of flow through the gorge. Thin sectioning of sandstone specimens and stratigraphic 
analyses throughout the canyon can be studied to determine sorting action, the direction from which the 
sand originated, and the degree of wear of the sand particles which relates to the distance it was 
transported. In examples of crossbedding within the sandstone, analysis of the sand grains can help 
determine whether the sand was originally contained in terrestrial sand dunes or as subaqueous sand 
waves. Polystrate tree fossils within the Pottsville Formation can yield data about depositional rates of the 
surrounding sediment. Samples of carbonized wood fossils in the sandstone strata can be analyzed for 
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the presence of carbon 14 to ascertain possible discordantages of the host strata with the standard 
geologictime table. 
Continued research of this area will benefit creation scientists as the evidence strongly indicates that the 
origin of unle River Canyon agrees with events which would have occurred during an Earth-covering 
Deluge described in the Bible. 
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